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The Tichy Ocean Foundation is very pleased to present the fourth part of the site-specific 
installations by Leipzig-based artist Stefan Vogel. After Vogel built four parts of an imaginary 
house in four different cities, he is now building the culmination of the house in Zurich: A roof 
for pain. 

Stefan Vogel builds a house only to move out again immediately. With the exhibitions „Grrund“ 
at the Galerie Jahn und Jahn in Munich, „Draussen wird es leiser“ at the Overbeck Gesell-
schaft in Lübeck, „Relax, it‘s only Paranoia“ at the Kunstsammlung Chemnitz and now „Da wo 
der gelbe Fleck ist und das Scheitelhaar liegt, da tut es weh“ at the Tichy Ocean Foundation 
in Zurich, Vogel formulates a metaphoric of the house that serves both as an overarching and 
organizing principle for the four exhibitions and will culminate in an artist‘s book at the end of 
the cycle. 

The house represents an exclusion of the public, it interrupts the views of others through its 
walls, hedges and fences. At the same time, however, the house also allows glimpses through 
windows and doors into private space. From the kitchen to the living room, sometimes even 
the bedroom: one always sets oneself up for a foreign gazes. In this way, houses and pictures 
are very similar, because they are both shaped by decisions about what should be visible and 
what should be invisible. Pictures and houses are also sites of human relationships and con-
flicts.

1)

2)

3)

STEFAN VOGEL
«WO DER GELBE FLECK IST 
UND  DAS SCHEITELHAAR  
LIEGT, DA TUT ES WEH.»
OPENING:  
SA. 11. JUNE
6PM
10. JUNI –  
21. AUGUST 2022
@ TICHY OCEAN FOUNDATION 
LESSINGSTRASSE 9
8002 ZURICH

STEFAN VOGEL  
«KOMMEN, ABHÄNGEN!»
OPENING: 
SA. 11. JUNE, 2–6PM
10. JUNI – 
10. JULY 2022

SA. 11. JUNI, 2–3PM
WALKTHROUGH WITH THE 
ARTIST
@ WASSERKIRCHE  
LIMMATQUAI 31 
8001 ZURICHCELEBRATE WITH US!

SA 11. JUNE 
6–12PM
TICHY OCEAN FOUNDATION  
INVITES YOU TO A ROOFTOP PARTY.
@ TICHY OCEAN FOUNDATION 
LESSINGSTRASSE 9
8002 ZURICH
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The stages of the exhibitions approach different problems of relationships through floors and 
places of the imaginary house. Thus, „Grrund“ in the form of a „classical“ exhibition formed the 
outline of the construction of the house as well as the entire project. On display were de-
signs as new flex drawings and silicone images. These were the first material parameters for 
the other three exhibitions and opened up the problematic field of couple relationships in all 
respects. 

This was followed as a second exhibition in Lübeck by „Ground Floor“, which thematized and 
represented the threshold between inside and outside, between garden and living room. In a 
reversal, the exhibition space itself became an outside, while the exhibited „showcases“ ope-
ned an inside. The first floor thus focused on separation, as well as on boundaries and their 
permeability. 

The third exhibition in Chemnitz focused on the great retreat of the house: the cellar. The cel-
lar is both a storage space for objects of memory and a venue for hobbies. Again, in analogy 
to the production of paintings, the cellar installation in Chemnitz became a breeding ground 
and studio for the work itself. Here the theme of relationships was extended to the group or 
community and collaborative works emerged. In a newly created format called „Radiator“, invi-
tations were extended to „out-of-towners,“ not residents of the building .  

The fourth exhibition at Tichy Ocean in Zurich finally seals the cycle with the roof. The roof, as 
the highest point of the imaginary house, is dedicated to the reflection and abstraction of the 
conflicts that have been played out so far. As an affair of the head, it critically negotiates the 
establishment of a home, life in romantic relationships of two, and their problematic bounda-
ries and permeabilities. It questions these constellations anew but also conclusively. Human 
conflicts are transformed here into a map and an abstraction, which, solely due to the diffe-
rence in height - the bird‘s eye view gained on the roof. The flat roof installed in the exhibition 
space seals the issues raised and at the same time also creates space for something new to 
grow. Every flat roof is also a fallow land and every fallow land is the ground for something 
new. To the question of what new can emerge in the attempt to close off the field of conflict of 
relationships, Stefan Vogel answers promisingly: „I suppose a landscape.“

In cooperation with the Wasserkirche, the Tichy Ocean Foundation will also be showing a 
floor-to-ceiling installation by Stefan Vogel entitled „KOMMEN, ABHÄNGEN“ („COMING, 
DEPARTING“) starting June 10. Vogel builds a structure of clothes racks in the Wasserkirche 
on the Limmat River, subtly referencing the church‘s architecture and alluding to everyday 
interpersonal conflicts with clothes and drawings soaked in plaster. In his installation, he de-
velops a poetics of purification that attempts to combine laundry and penance, cleansing and 
atonement. Ultimately, this work seems to assert, that we must seek absolution from the other, 
for the light and symbolism of an abstract, higher principle remain mere consolations for us.


